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• Culinary

• Creative fields (music, photography, graphics)

• Finance and Enterprise Resource Planning

• IT businesses

• Startups and new business
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Lesson Plan

Lesson 4: How to Sell Ice to Someone who Needs Ice

• Lesson 1: The Headline

• Lesson 2: How Not to Write Copy

• Lesson 3: When a Marketing Plan is not a Marketing Plan (a.k.a. “let’s get on Instagram, twitter…”)

• Lesson 5: Voice of Customer Research 

• Lesson 6: Review and Conversation Mining

• Lesson 7: Explain Benefits, not just Features

• Lesson 8: Putting the customer First

• Lesson 9: Using Tension and Storytelling

• Lesson 10: Understand the Motivating Sequence

• Lesson 11: Planning a Business for Success and Failure



Lesson 1: The Headline 

Headlines can do the following:

1. Select the Audience

2. Get Attention

3. State a Complete Message

4. Motivate the reader to read 
more

(Bly, 16)



Lesson 1: The Headline 

Headlines can be the following:
1. Urgent
2. Unique
3. Ultra-specific
4. Useful
(Bly, 31)



Lesson 1: The Headline 

Questions to answer when writing a headline:

1. Who is my customer? 

2. What are the important features of the product?

3. Why will the customer want to buy the product? (Bly, 33)
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Lesson 2: How Not 
to Write Copy



Lesson 2: How Not 
to Write Copy



How to write copy Wrong

How to right copy Wrongs

Lesson 2: How Not 
to Write Copy



tLesson 3: When a Marketing Plan
Is Not a Marketing Plan, a.k.a. 

1. Invent a thing worth making.
2. Design and build it so a few people will 

particularly care about it.
3. Tell a story to match.
4. Spread the word.
5. Show up consistently.



Lesson 4: How to Sell Ice to… 
Someone who Needs Ice

Five Steps to Product Positioning: My Copywriting
Foundation
1. Get to know your best-fit customers
2. Forget about what you think your product is, 

forget your value proposition
3. List your competitive alternatives
4. Define your unique attributes
5. Map those unique attributes to benefits
6. Find a subsection of the market which (a) has 

a real problem you can solve better than 
anyone, and (b) which is big enough to 
support your short term business goals



Lesson 4:



Lesson 4:



April Dunford’s 10 Steps for Product Positioning.

1. Understand the customers who love your product

2. Build a Positioning Team

3. Let go of your positioning baggage and vocabulary

4. List your true competitive alternatives

5. Isolate your unique attributes

6. Map the attributes to customer benefits

7. Determine who cares a lot

8. Find a Market Frame of Reference that puts your strengths at 
the centre –whole market or subsection?

9. (optional) Layer on a trend

10. Capture your positioning in a company document.

Lesson 4: How to Sell Ice to… 
Someone who Needs Ice



• Surveys and Interviews

• Interviews can last 15-20 minutes, 6-10 suffice

• Sticky Phrases

“I’ve never felt as understood as I do in Okotoks.”

“To me, Okotoks feels like a place in between heaven and 
work.” 

• Find the Moment of Persuasion

Lesson 5: Voice of Customer Research



• Particularly useful when a business doesn’t have 
many customers

• Find reviews and conversations on amazon, google, 
yelp, etc…

• Look for points of dissatisfaction. Does your 
product have the same points of dissatisfaction? 

“We love Turner Valley because it’s so close 
to the Rockies. It’s just a bit too far from 
Calgary.”

Lesson 6: Review and Conversation Mining



Features:

“The town of Okotoks is 15 minutes from Southern Calgary, and less than 
40 minutes from beautiful Bluerock Wildland Provincial Park.” 

Benefits:
“In Okotoks, you can work a city job, and indulge your passion for 

nature. During the week you can enjoy a quick 15-minute commute to 
Southern Calgary, and on the weekends immerse yourself in the natural 
beauty of the Rockies, just over a half hour away in majestic Blue Rock 
Wildland Provincial Park.”

Lesson 7: Explain Benefits not Just Features



• Use the second person

• Makes it easier to  talk 
about benefits.

Lesson 8: Putting the Customer First: “You Orientation”



• Use a problem statement to create Tension

• If you can, tell a story relating to the problem using a character, who 
will be someone from your customer group. What was their problem?

• Explain clearly what is at stake. 

• An exceptional example of this kind of storytelling method can be 
found in “The Power of Habit” by Charles Duhigg

Lesson 9: Tension and Storytelling



1. Get attention: 
“Mountain Hiking Couple Settles in Okotoks, Finds Heaven” 

2. Show a need or a problem
“Maggie and Alex Miller were moving to Calgary. Alex had been hired to work for 
Carmichael construction in Southern Calgary, but the prospect of busy streets and the 
clutter of urban sprawl made them think hard before moving.

“We were worried that routine would swallow us up, and that the mountains would just 
become part of the horizon,” said Maggie.

3. Satisfy the need and position your product as the solution
Then, they discovered Okotoks, Alberta. “We found a place that was a small town. I could 
drive to Carmichael in about 25 minutes, but for the small-town vibe and the access to the 
mountains, Okotoks is really like heaven for us, we’re so happy,” said Alex. 

Lesson 10: The Motivating Sequence



4. Prove your Product can do what it says it can do.

“The town of Okotoks was ranked three years in a row as the 
best place to live near Calgary”

5. Ask for Action

“Ready to find your heaven? Visit Okotoks.ca/settlement”

Lesson 10: The Motivating Sequence



Lesson 11: How does all this affect the Business 
Planning Stage?



• Write good headlines.

• Copywriting is not fancy wordplay.

• A marketing plan must be more than a list of activities designed to get the word out. 

• Only people who need ice will buy ice. 

• Use VOC research to get your messaging off the ground.

• If you need extra insight into your competitors, mine reviews on google, amazon,etc…

• Explain the Benefits, not just the features, of what you’re offering.

• Use customer oriented prose.

• Use Tension, and storytelling if you can.

• Understand the motivating sequence.

• Finally Copywriting informs the business plan.

Summary



http://platinumprose.com/atll2l/

• The Copywriter’s Handbook: https://www.amazon.ca/Copywriters-Handbook-Step-Step-Writing/dp/0805078045

• Obviously Awesome: https://www.amazon.ca/Obviously-Awesome-Product-Positioning-Customers/dp/1999023005

• The Elements of Style: https://faculty.washington.edu/heagerty/Courses/b572/public/StrunkWhite.pdf

• This is Marketing: https://www.amazon.ca/This-Marketing-Cant-Until-Learn/dp/0525540830

• The Power of Habit: https://www.amazon.ca/Power-Habit-What-Life-Business/dp/1400069289

• Snap Copy Voice of Customer Research Kit (worth the email subscription): https://snapcopy.co/voc-research-kit/

• also visit: www.okotoks.ca and www.okotokstourism.ca

• You can Contact Ben McFarlane at benjamin@platinumprose.com, (506)470-0170
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